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SUMMARY 

 
VMM 39 Block is an Exploration and Production Contract signed with the National 
Hydrocarbons Agency -ANH- on 6th of December, 2012.  
 
The block covers an area of 205.5 Km2 and is located in the center of Colombia in 
the Middle Magdalena Basin (MMB) the most prolific basin in the country, 
responsible of producing more than 1.4 Billion of barrels of oil. Close to the block 
(<50 Km) is located the biggest refinery of Colombia in Barrancabermeja city.  
 
VMM 39 is located in the pod of active source rock of MMB with La Luna and 
Tablazo fms under 10,000ft to deep depth of 17,000ft. That position provide to 
VMM 39 exceptional condition to be a candidate for unconventional exploitation. A 
study carried out by Geoseis in 2013 to estimate unconventional resources, 
determined for La Luna and Tablazo fms, oil in place ranging from 2.3 billion 
barrels (above 12000 ft) to 5.7 billion barrels (above 14000 ft) for the La Luna 
(P90-P10 range) and from 1 billion barrels (above 12,000 ft) to 2.6 billion barrels 
(above 14000 ft) for the Tablazo (P90-P10).   
   
As far as conventional resources is concerned, VMM 39 shows important 
opportunities in siliciclastic and carbonated reservoirs. Some key elements from 
emblematic commercial accumulations in the basin such as Cira/Infantas, 
Llanito/Galan and Casabe fields appear to be present in the configuration of La 
Paz lead, one of the leads identified in the block with the existing seismic 
information. These all fields have a direct contact of the La Luna source rock, 
beneath the Eocene Unconformity, with Paleogene reservoirs (La Paz/Esmeraldas 
and Mugrosa fms) like La Paz lead (Figura 1 and 2). This particular characteristic 
ensures a clear pathway of migration from source rock to the reservoirs. 
Additionally to this element, structuring (3 or 4 ways closure) formed near to the 
contact area, ensures the charge and filled of the traps. In the particular case of La 
Paz lead, reactivation phase of pre-existing Eocene faulting led to generate a roll 
over in the basal level of the La Paz Fm creating the conditions to trap the 
migrated oil from La Luna Fm. Associated to that small scale structural setting, the 
pre-existing structures beneath the unconformity could be considered as potential 
traps when the potential reservoirs (sandstone and fractured limestones and 
cherts) are truncated by the erosional surface that works as seal. That condition 
configures the second set of traps identified in the block as are: Lisama and La 
Luna leads. In the first case a clear and recent analogous called Acordionero field 
is responsible of producing more than 17,000 bopd (oct, 2017) where Lower 
Lisama seems to be truncated by the same tilted unconformity to the northeast of 
VMM 39. In the second case, the tight anticline cored by La Luna and older 
cretaceous rock give rise another sort of traps especially when Upper member of 
La Luna (limestone and chert level) is cut by the unconformity (Figure 1). Recent 
discovery in the basin with Ayombero-1 well by GranTierra Energy is the best 
analogous for that type of acummulations (May, 2018).  
 
Prospective resources have been estimated for the block ranging between 13 
MMBo to 37 MMBo. Exploration targets are between 11,500 ft and 12,800 ft. 
 
Under current oil price (US$ 57/Bbl flat) the exploitation of 24.6 MMbo (best 

estimate) can offer a NPV10 of US$192 MM 

Great potential for conventional and unconventional resources 
Three leads with conventional resources potential up to 37 MMBo 

VMM 39 is located in the sweet spot of the best source rocks for the Middle Magdalena 
Basin: La Luna and Tablazo fms. More than 2 billion barrels of shale oil have been 

estimated of STOOIP from La Luna fm by Geoseis in the block    
Identified leads for conventional resources have key elements of commercial 

accumulations serving as analogous, responsible of producing hundreds of millions of 
barrels of crude oil. 

 Direct contact between source rock (La Luna) and reservoirs above the Eocene 
Unconformity (La Paz/Esmeralda) is one of the key elements identified in the La Paz lead 

equally identified in fields such as Cira/Infantas, Llanito/Galan and Casabe. 
Conventional reservoirs including multi-stack siliciclastic levels in La Paz and Lisama Fm.    

Exploration Commitments: Phase 1: 22 Km2 + 1 exploration well 
Phases 2: 20.55 Km2 + 2 exploration wells 

NPV 10: US$ 192.6 MM. Case type: 24.6 MMBo (best estimate) 
Expected IRR: 53% 

Figure 2.  Detail of the TWT Eocene Unconformity surface (3D Visualization) showing the closure 
that could have La Paz lead due to reactivation of existing faulting pre-Eocene, affecting the basal 

part of La Paz Fm.  

Figure 1.  Line 11BR-86-01 showing the configuration of the potential trap of La Paz Lead. Orange 
horizon represents the Eocene Unconformity. La Luna fm appear to be truncated against the 
unconformity putting in direct contact with the basal section of La Paz fm. Updip to this point, within 
the pathway of migration, a structure seems to be the trap of the potential migrated oil.  A second 
set of traps (subunconformity stratigraphic traps) can be encountered when reservoirs (sandstone 
and fractured limestone and chert levels) are cut by the erosional unconformity. These conditions 

can be encountered in Lisama and La Luna leads.  
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PETROLEUM SYSTEM TYPES OF STRUCTURES AND PLAYS 

Source Rock: Three generators intervals have been identified in the basin, 

which correspond to litostratigraphic units known as Tablazo-Paja, Simití and La 
Luna Fms. From these intervals, the Tablazo and La Luna Fms. present the 

greatest generator potential, with important rock thickness and high contents of 
organic matter and high original hydrogen index (HI). Both Formations Tablazo 
and La Luna are located in the block under 10,000 ft.  They are dipping to NW 
from 17,000 ft to the truncation against Eocene Unconformity at 10,500 ft. There 
is clear pathway from such deep depth to the first traps within the VMM 39 block 
Reservoir rocks: In the VMM 39 block the reservoirs are mainly the siliciclastic 
levels from La Paz and Lisama formations and naturally fractured levels of 
limestones and chert from Upper La Luna fm.  According to data from nearby 
fields such as: Cristalina, Cantagallo and Las Garzas the porosity of the basal La 
Paz is ranging between 15 to 20%  
Seal Rocks: Marine Shales from the Simití and Umir Fms. represent the seals 
from the potential reservoirs from the Cretaceous. In contrast, continental clay-
stone sequences from the La Paz to Esmeraldas formations make up excellent 
local seals for Cenozoic reservoirs. 
Traps: In the VMM 39 the potential traps are associated to pre-existing 

structures beneath the Eocene Unconformity. Such structures have been cut by 
that surface so that siliciclastic and carbonated reservoirs were truncated against 
the erosional unconformity.  Limbs of the synclines (Lisama Lead) and 
decapitated anticlines cored by La Luna Fm and older (La Luna Lead) can be 
considered traps in the block. Above of the Eocene unconformity, basal 
sandstone from La Paz Fm can be included as structural traps when roll overs 
generated by tectonic inversion of existing faulting, beneath unconformity, create 
new structural traps (La Paz lead)   

UNCONVENTIONAL RESOURCES ANALYSIS 

Pre-existing structures cut by Eocene Unconformity (Anticline cored by La Luna Fm) 

Truncation of Lisama Fm. against Eocene Unconformity in the back limb of a syncline. Mirror structure to 
Cristalina field.   

Roll over generated by tectonic inversion in the basal sandstone packages of the La Paz Fm, above Eocene 
Unconformity.   

VMM 39 presents a strong unconventional shale oil exploitation opportunity for oil in the Cretaceous La Luna and Tablazo intervals.  Entire block has 100% probability to encounter La Luna and 
Tablazo fms within the active oil window.  Oil window is constrained to 9,000 ft – 14,000 ft interval, however gas window is located deeper than 14,000 ft 
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The economics of the project are favorable, mainly due to volume of the 
expected resources, low transportation cost and attractive market to trade 
the production of oil locally.  The targets range from 11,500 ft to 12,800 ft 
for conventional reservoirs. The block is very close to pipeline infrastructure 
so that costs can be low to connect them. The quality of the expected oil is 
light based on surrounding field producing from the same reservoirs.   
 
Based on case type to develop 24.6 MMBo (the best estimate of 
resources) a cash flow has been performed. Peak of production would be 
reached at 8,150 bopd in the 4th year, Q2. NPV 10= US$ 192 MM. The 
expected IRR is 53% 
 
Development plan proposed: 16 wells for oil.  Total CAPEX: US$204 MM. 

PROSPECTIVE RESOURCES 

MAP OF PROSPECTS AND LEADS 

RECOVERABLE RESOURCES (MMbo) 

Prospective resources were estimated for three leads based on the seismic 
interpretation of 2D seismic and considering a volumetric method. High, 
Best and Low estimates were carried out according to the range of the net 
pay to be encountered in those traps. 
 
UNCONVENTIONAL INITIAL ESTIMATE 
 
A study carried out by Geoseis in 2013 estimated a potential for shale oil to 
La Luna and Tablazo Fm depending of the depth in the block. The study 
took in account the info of the surrounding areas to define a probabilistic 
modeling. Thus, the study concluded a Swanson’s Mean Oil Resource-in-
place for La Luna of 3,930 MMBo and for Tablazo 1,707 MMBo.  That 
means a rate for the block of Mean OIP per km2 for La Luna at 28.5 MMBo 
and for Tablazo Fm at 21.1 MMBo  

La Paz lead La Luna lead Lisama Lead 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
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CONTRACT TYPE 
 
100%WI to the Contractor. 
Standard E&P ANH Contract  
Royalty: 8% for oil. 6,4% for gas (80% of the oil royalty) 
X Factor: 18% 
No State Back In 
Effective date: December, 6th, 2012 
Current phase: 1 
Status: good standing.  
 
Carried out Activities/Sunk Cost 
Phase 1 (3y): Environmental license to drill exploration wells.  
Sunk Cost: US$ 5.24 MM 
 
Exploration Activities 
Phase 1 (3y): 22 km2 3D seismic + 1 exploration well 
Phase 2 (3y): 20.55 km2 of 3D seismic + 2 exploration wells. 
Capital committed:  
Phase 1: US$ 14.78 MM  
Phase 2: US$ 27.42 MM 
Additional capital to invest in exploration phase 1: US$ 0.10 MM 
 
Exploitation Period,  
24 years + Extension to final depletion (Economic Limit) 
30 years (Unconventional resources)  
 
Guarantees (Stand by Letter of Credit):  
10% of the budget capital for each phase.  Minimum Guarantee 
US$100.000. 
 
Existing economic rights 
ORRI: N/A 
 

FARM IN PROCESS 
 
In case of your company be interested in learning more about this 
opportunity, please sign and return the attached Confidentiality 
Agreement to the address shown below. You will then receive a 
detailed information package and obtain access to a data room, 
either at our offices in Bogotá or web-based.  

 

CONTRACT ECONOMIC TERMS 
 
Basic Royalty,  
For oil: 8% up to 5 KBOPD, 8% to 20% sliding scale, up to 125 KBOPD 
For gas: 80% of the oil royalties 
 
High Price Royalty,  
30% of the ratio of [(WTI Oil Price) less (ANH Price Base $32.61/bbl)] / 
[WTI Oil Price] 
The base price is adjusted for IPP in USA and oil quality and only 
applies after 5 million barrels of cumulative production from each 
commercial field. Price base in 2012.  For gas, High Price applies, just in 
case of export. 
 
Evaluation and Exploitation Period,  
US¢12.55 per oil barrel paid to the ANH after production start up. 
US¢1.255 per 1000 gas cubic feet.  

FARM IN TERMS 
 
The Operator is offering flexible farm-in terms, with the opportunity to 
acquire a working interest in any of the prospects or leads, or even 
entire block.   
 
A direct negotiation can be developed in case of being interested. 

CONTACTS 
 
William Blackburn. Cleanenergy Resources 
William.blackburn@cerexla.com 
Calle 67 No. 7 – 94. Office 601 
Bogotá, D.C.  
Colombia 
 
Benito Vega. Cleanenergy Resources 
Benito.vega@azulenergy.co 
Calle 67 No. 7 – 94. Office 601 
Bogotá, D.C.  
Colombia 
 
Edgar Bueno Serrano. Perseo Resources Inc. 
ebueno@perseoresources.com 
Av. Cra 9 No 113-52 Office 1901 
PBX: +57 1 4863396 
Bogotá, D.C.  

Colombia 

 

Disclaimer.  The information contained in this memorandum is for guidance only.  
Neither Operator nor any of its affiliates, nor any director, officer or employee of 
Operator accepts responsibility for or makes any representation or warranty, express 
or implied, with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information, estimates 
and opinions contained in this document.  This document does not constitute an offer, 
and neither this document nor the information, estimates and opinions contained 
herein shall form the basis of any contract.  Parties wishing to acquire an interest in 
the project, or any part thereof, will be expected to conduct their own due diligence 

and form their own judgments entirely. 

CEREX S.A. 

mailto:edgarbueno@hotmail.com

